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 Back to a traditional match play format for the next three matches (which will run through Labor Day weekend because 
of travel schedules), Phil and Pete took on Ray and Matt on Sunday.  Only Ray was in the fairway on the tenth hold, seventy 
yards to the pin, and things looked good for his team after his approach stopped six feet from the cup.  But Phil chipped out of 
the trees toward the front of the green, chipped to twenty feet and nailed his long putt to save par and put some pressure on 
Ray.  Needing birdie now to win the hole, Ray ran his putt three feet past the hole and it looked like a challenge just to tie when 
Phil graciously conceded the comebacker and the hole was halved.  Pete hit a straight shot that bounced in front of the eleventh 
green and rolled to eight feet, Ray hit what looked like a nice shot from the tee but it came up short, Phil also short and Matt in 
the bunker.  Pete did not make his birdie but tapped in for par, enough to win the hole as neither Matt nor Ray could save their 
three.  Matt and Pete hit similar drives on twelve, nine irons to the green and both approach shots went past the pin to the back 
of the green while Ray hit a longer approach to pin high on the right side.  Pete putted first, going four feet past the cup, followed 
by Ray with a close putt and tap in for par.  That gave Matt a free run at birdie, but he could not convert, and Pete followed with 
a good roll to save his par and tie the hole.  Ray was in the fairway on thirteen, Matt longer and Pete with a good break when his 
tee shot bounced off the left side trees and came back to the short grass.  Matt missed the green on the right side, made a good 
chip that stopped a few feet below the hole and made his par putt to win the hole and even the match.  Pete, Ray and Matt all hit 
good tee shots on fourteen while Phil found some trouble.  Three good second shots later left Pete the farthest from the green 
but only needing a short iron along with Ray and Matt.  Pete was wide to the right and just off the green, Ray short and Matt with 
a bad swing that sprayed to the fifteenth.  Pete hit a good chip, as did Ray, and both hit good saving putts for five to tie the hole 
and keep the match even.  Four good tee shots on fifteen with different bounces for all players.  Pete hit a poor first putt that 
went eight feet past the cup, but he calmly made his return putt to ice a three for his team.  Ray was better, leaving a tap in for 
par.  That gave Phil and Matt open chances to stroke ten foot birdie putts….Phil going first, rolled his ball just over the front edge 
for a birdie….Matt missing wide to the side…Phil winning the hole for his team.  Pete hit into the woods on sixteen but got 
another great bounce back into the fairway, Ray and Phil in the left trees and Matt down the middle.  Pete recovered toward the 
green, a good chip that stopped above the hole while Matt hit his fairway approach a bit left and on the collar.  Pete saved his 
par from five feet and when Matt’s birdie putt narrowly missed on the low side, his tap in par tied the hole and left Pete and  Phil 
with a one hole lead going to seventeen.  It was here that Phil played some of his smartest and best golf of the day, planning on 
three shots to the green right from the tee box.  He hit a straight drive, straighter and better second shot to just in front of the 
green.   Pete and Matt both hit good tee shots for their team while Ray had to play from the woods.  Pete went wide to the right, 
Matt the opposite to the left and neither could stop their chip shots close enough to save par, Matt rimming out a thirty plus foot 
putt to try to save four.  But Phil was up to his challenge when he chipped onto the green and took two putts to get down for a 
five, net four, to win the hole and close out the match….two and one.  Unlike the last time a match was closed out before the 
eighteenth, a press was automatically in place for the last hole.  Matt and Ray had a chance to salvage a point, while Phil and 
Pete had their opportunity to increase the day’s winnings.  Phil was right, Matt toward the tree line but with a swing, Ray and 
Pete in the fairway.  Matt and Pete had similar distances, Pete choosing a short iron and Matt a hybrid.  Pete went a bit left, Matt 
to the front edge and everyone watched Ray hit a beautiful approach to eight feet and pin high.  Neither Phil nor Pete could save 
their four, and Matt’s two putt clinched the press even before Ray stepped up to his shorter putt which would also have clinched.  
End result for the day was two points for Phil and Pete, one for Ray and Matt.   
 

 



   
 
 
 
   
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 



 


